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AbstractConstructive algorithms have proved to be powerful methods for trainingfeedforward neural networks. An important property of these algorithms isgeneralization. A series of empirical studies were performed to examine thee�ect of regularization on generalization in constructive cascade algorithms.It was found that the combination of early stopping and regularization re-sulted in better generalization than the use of early stopping alone. A cubicpenalty term that greatly penalizes large weights was shown to be bene�-cial for generalization in cascade networks. An adaptive method of settingthe regularization magnitude in constructive algorithms was introduced andshown to produce generalization results similar to those obtained with a�xed, user-optimized regularization setting. This adaptive method also re-sulted in the construction of smaller networks for more complex problems.The acasper algorithm, which incorporates the insights obtained from theempirical studies, was shown to have good generalization and network con-struction properties. This algorithm was compared to the Cascade Correla-tion algorithm on the Proben 1 and additional regression data sets.Index Terms { Constructive algorithms, feedforward neural network, cas-cade, regularization, generalization.



1 Introduction1.1 Model Selection and GeneralizationA key di�culty faced in the �eld of Feedforward Neural Networks (FNNs)is model selection. Model selection involves matching the complexity of thefunction to be approximated with the complexity of the model. FNN modelcomplexity is determined by factors such as weight number, magnitude andconnection topology. If a model does not have the complexity to approx-imate the desired function, under�tting and poor generalization occur. Ifa model is too complex, then it may over�t the data and also give poorgeneralization.It is possible to classify FNN model selection techniques into three groups:those that perform a search through models, those that begin with an overlycomplex model which is then simpli�ed, and those that begin with a sim-ple model whose complexity is increased. The �rst group is generally im-plemented by selecting various network architectures that are trained andcompared. One well respected method of comparison is cross{validation [1].This is often computationally expensive to perform due to the non-linearoptimization process employed in training FNNs, although there have beensome attempts to reduce this expense [1].The second group of model selection techniques begin training with an over-size network. Pruning is one such technique [2]. The non-convergent tech-nique of early stopping [3] also uses an oversize network, and works bystopping training at a point where the performance on a validation set be-gins to worsen. The performance on the validation set will typically startto worsen when an overly complex model starts to form. This occurs be-cause the validation set is sampled from the underlying function of which amodel is sought. Since the validation set is representative of the underlyingfunction, the performance on this data set will worsen when a model morecomplex than the underlying function is formed.There are situations, however, where it can be envisaged that early stop-1



ping will fail to produce good generalization. One situation where an overlycomplex model may be produced using early stopping is through the forma-tion of an overly complex model during the training process. In this caseit is still possible that the validation error will fall, since overall the modelmoves closer to the validation data. As training continues the overly com-plex model still reduces the validation error as it learns the training data. Astraining continues, eventually the validation error will stop falling, and mayeven begin to rise. At this point, however, an overly complex model alreadyexists and there is no way for early stopping to reduce the complexity.One way of reducing the chance that an overly complex model is formedduring the training process is to use regularization to constrain the net-work weights in some manner. Since regularization is present throughoutthe training process, the chance of producing over-complexity is reduced(assuming an appropriate level of regularization is used). A regularizationfunction commonly used in FNNs is the sum of squares of the weight mag-nitudes. Additional forms of regularization that have been applied to FNNsinclude the Weigend{Rumelhart regularization term [4] and curvature drivenregularizers [5].The main disadvantage of regularization is the di�culty in selecting theappropriate magnitude for a given problem. One method used to set theregularization level is to train a given FNN a number of times, with eachtraining run using a di�erent regularization magnitude. A technique such ascross{validation can then be used to compare the trained FNNs [5]. Bayesianmethods are another technique used to set the regularization magnitude[6, 7]. A simple method introduced in [4] dynamically sets the regularizationmagnitude during training based on the error performance of the FNN.The third group of model selection techniques use constructive methods[8]. These methods consist of starting with a minimal size network (oftenwith no hidden neurons), and sequentially adding weights according to somecriterion.
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1.2 Constructive AlgorithmsThere are a number of inherent advantages in using constructive algorithmsover algorithms that begin training with an oversize network. First, it isoften di�cult to specify what size network can actually be considered anoversize network a priori. If the initial network selected is too small it willbe unable to converge to a good solution and hence under�t the data. Onthe other hand, selecting an initial network that is much larger than re-quired makes training computationally expensive. Constructive algorithmshowever, initially select a minimal size network and can increase the networkcomplexity until an appropriate level is reached. In addition, constructivealgorithms will spend the majority of their time training networks smallerthan the �nal network, as compared to algorithms that start training withan oversize network.Another advantage of constructive algorithms is that the problem of encoun-tering poorly performing local minima is avoided. The majority of FNNtraining algorithms are based on gradient methods, and hence can becometrapped in local minima. Constructive algorithms are able to escape froma local minimum when more weights are added to the network. This canoccur because the addition of more weights increases the dimensionality ofthe error surface and may allow the network to continue reducing the errorlevel.1.3 Constructive Algorithm PropertiesThere are a number of properties that must be de�ned for constructive al-gorithms. These include the type of training algorithm, establishing howthe new hidden neuron is connected to the current network, de�ning whichweights are to be updated and in which order, deciding on criteria to de-termine when a new hidden neuron is added, deciding on criteria to haltnetwork construction, and selecting how much regularization to use, if any.A good review of constructive algorithms is given in [8].3



In general, constructive networks use gradient based training algorithms dueto their convergence speed [9, 10, 11, 12]. A number of ways of connecting anew hidden neuron to the network exist. The two common methods are toconstruct a single layer of hidden neurons [9, 12, 13, 14] or to create a cas-cade of hidden neurons [10, 15]. In a cascade architecture each new hiddenneuron receives inputs from all inputs and previously installed hidden neu-rons. Since the hidden neurons in a cascade architecture receive additionalinformation from some non-linear combination of the inputs (implementedby previous hidden neurons), these neurons are termed higher-order neu-rons and are capable of performing a more complex function of the inputvariables. Cascade networks, while having more representational power, aremore likely to over�t the data.There are a variety of ways of training the new hidden neurons in construc-tive algorithms. These can be classi�ed into two general methods. The �rstconsists of training the whole network after the addition of a new hiddenneuron [9, 12, 13, 14]. The second entails only training a subset of weights,with the remaining weights being `frozen' [10, 16]. The advantage of thissecond greedy strategy is that there are far fewer weights to optimize thanwhen all the weights are trained. The disadvantage of weight freezing isthat each optimization phase is unlikely to be optimal, and this can resultin larger networks than those in which all the weights are optimized [17].The method for adding a new neuron is standard across many constructivealgorithms and in general consists of either adding a new neuron when theerror fails to fall by a set amount over a given period [9, 10, 13] or testingfor some criterion such as a local minimum [12]. Halting network construc-tion is equivalent to �nding the best model for a given problem, and hencetechniques such as early stopping are employed [18].The ability to control the complexity of the new hidden neuron is an im-portant issue for constructive networks in terms of convergence speed andgeneralization. In cascade networks the hidden neurons become more pow-erful higher-order neurons as the network grows. A similar e�ect occurs forRidge Polynomial Networks [19] which installs ever more complex higher-4



order neurons. In Projection Pursuit Learning [11] the complexity of thehidden neurons is set prior to training through the selection of the Her-mite polynomial order. Having neurons of too little complexity may slowconvergence, while having neurons of too high complexity can cause poorgeneralization. A number of approaches have been taken to control hiddenneuron complexity, either applied directly to the selection of neuron com-plexity [20], or through the use of regularization. Bayesian methods havebeen used to automatically set regularization magnitudes in a constructivealgorithm framework [21].The constructive networks examined in this paper are variants of the Dy-namic Network Creation (DNC ) algorithm proposed by Ash [9]. DNC is arelatively simple algorithm that uses Back Propagation (BP) [22]. In DNCa sigmoid hidden neuron is added to the single layer of hidden neurons af-ter a period of training when the error has stopped decreasing by a givenamount. After the addition of the new hidden neuron, the whole networkis again trained with BP. This algorithm has a number of advantages: itsstrong convergence follows directly from its universal approximation ability[8], and it has been shown to perform well on some simple classi�cationtasks. One criticism that has been made of this type of constructive algo-rithm is that it does not scale up well [8] since all the network weights needto be trained after the addition of a new hidden neuron. This may be aproblem for complex modelling requiring large networks.1.4 Paper OutlineThis paper explores empirically the e�ect of regularization on generaliza-tion in a constructive cascade network. First, the benchmarking methodol-ogy and the data sets employed are described. Next the constructive algo-rithm that is used as the basis for exploring constructive cascade networksis outlined. The results of di�erent regularization terms on generalizationfor this algorithm are then presented. An adaptive method of selectingthe regularization magnitude is introduced and compared to the use of a5



�xed, user-optimized regularization setting. The algorithm incorporatingthis method is then compared to the Cascade Correlation (cascor) algo-rithm on the Proben 1 [23] and additional regression data sets.2 Benchmarking MethodologyIn the past there has been some criticism of FNN benchmarking method-ology, and suggestions for improvement [23, 24, 25]. In order to satisfythese requirements the following methodology was used. Data sets werepartitioned into training, validation, and test sets. Fifty training runs wereperformed for each algorithm using di�erent initial random starting weights.Early stopping was used as the halting criterion. If parameter tuning wasperformed using a data set, this is mentioned. A non-parametric statisticaltest was used to compare results. Standard data sets were selected to allowfor comparison to previously published research.For classi�cations tasks the performance measure used was the percentage ofpatterns misclassi�ed on the test set using the winner-takes-all strategy. Inthis strategy the output neuron with the largest activation was designatedas the network classi�cation. For regression tasks two measures were used.One was the Fraction of Variance Unexplained (FVU), which is proportionalto the total sum of squares error [11]:FV U = PNi=1(r(xi)� y(xi))2PNi=1(r(xi)��r) ; (1)where xi is the ith input vector, N is the number of patterns, r(xi) is thetarget function, y(xi) is the FNN approximation, and �r = 1N PNi=1 r(xi).The other measure was squared error percentage:Esep = 100: 1N:cE; (2)where N is the number of patterns and c the number of output neurons[23]. It is assumed the output patterns range in value from 0 to 1. E is the6



standard sum of squares errors function, de�ned asE = NXn=1 cXk=1fyk(xn;w)� rnkg2; (3)where rnk is the target output for the kth output neuron for the nth pattern,xn is the nth input pattern, w is the current set of network weights, andyk is the function computed by the FNN for the kth output. Two di�erentgeneralization measures were employed for regression tasks since certaindata sets have historically used particular measures. Employing di�erenttest measures with the appropriate data sets allows for an easy comparisonof results to past research.The non-parametric independent sample Mann{Whitney U test was used tocompare results [26], as implemented in the SPSS statistical package (version8.0 for Windows). This test is similar to the Wilcoxon test, except that it isused with unpaired data. A non-parametric test was used because a numberof the results obtained were signi�cantly non-normal in distribution, evenafter various transformations were attempted. Although the Mann{WhitneyU test is not as powerful as the parametric t-test when the data is normallydistributed, it is more powerful for non-normal data. The Mann{Whitney Utest compares the median results for two data groups. The results reportedfor this test consist of the two tailed P value obtained and the name of thealgorithm with the lower median at a 5% signi�cance level. Results whichare not signi�cant at this level or have the same median are reported witha dash ({).The method used for measuring the computational cost of training was con-nection crossings. Fahlman de�nes connection crossings as the number ofmultiply-accumulate steps required to propagate activation values forwardthrough the network, and error values backward [27]. The computationalcost of training was measured after the halting criterion was satis�ed.The method of data presentation is an important aspect of comparativebenchmarking. One good method for displaying results is to use a box-and-whisker plot. The length of the box is the inter-quartile range (IQR). The7



median is represented by a line within the box. The whiskers extend to 1.5IQR from the box edges. Outliers are data points which lie 1.5 to 3 IQRaway from the box edges. Extreme data points lie over 3 IQR away fromthe box edges. Outliers are represented by an o and extreme points by a �.The data sets used in the benchmarking can be broken up into three groups:the Proben 1 [23], additional regression, and Two Spirals data sets. TheProben 1 data sets are a collection of `real world' data sets and consist of10 classi�cation and 4 regression tasks. All these data sets have inputs andoutputs scaled between 0 and 1. For classi�cation tasks with multiple classes,the outputs are encoded via a 1-of-c coding scheme, where the output forthe class to be learnt is set to 1, and all other class outputs are set to 0.In Proben 1 there are three versions of each data set. These versions areobtained from variations in the partitioning between training, validation,and test set patterns. For all benchmarking done only the �rst version ofeach data set is used. The characteristics of these data sets are given inTable 1. Table 1: Proben 1 Data Set AttributesData Set Inputs Outputs Training Validation TestCancer 9 2 350 175 174Card 51 2 345 173 172Diabetes 8 2 384 192 192Gene 120 3 1588 794 793Glass 9 6 107 54 53Heart 35 2 460 230 230Heartc 35 2 152 76 75Horse 58 3 182 91 91Soybean 82 19 342 171 170Thyroid 21 3 3600 1800 1800Building 14 3 2104 1052 1052Flare 24 3 533 267 266Hearta 35 1 460 230 230Heartac 35 1 152 76 758



The second group of data sets is a series of �ve regression data sets ofvarying complexity, as originally described in [11]. The �ve regression datasets were generated from the Simple Interaction, Radial, Complex Additive,Harmonic, and Complex Interaction functions respectively. These functionsare described below:� Simple interaction function (Sif)f sif(x1; x2) = 10:391((x1 � 0:4)(x2 � 0:6) + 0:36): (4)� Radial function (Rad)f rad(x1; x2) = 24:234(r2(0:75 � r2)); (5)r = (x1 � 0:5)2 + (x2 � 0:5)2:� Complex additive function (Cadd)f cadd(x1; x2) = 1:3356(1:5(1 � x1)+e2x1�1sin(3�(x1 � 0:6)2+e3(x2�0:5)sin(4�(x2 � 0:9)2)): (6)� Harmonic function (Harm)fharm(x1; x2) = 42:659(0:1 + ~x1(0:05 + ~x41 � 10~x21~x22 + 5~x42)); (7)where ~x1 = x1 � 0:5 and ~x2 = x2 � 0:5.� Complex interaction function (Cif)f cif(x1; x2) = 1:9(1:35 + ex1sin(13(x1 � 0:6)2)�e�x2sin(7x2)): (8)For each data set a training set of 225 randomly selected points over theinput space [0; 1]2 was generated. A validation set of size 110 was similarlycreated. A test set of size 10,000 was generated by uniformly sampling the9
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xFigure 1: The Two Spirals test set as generated by nearest neighbor classi-�cation.grid [0; 1]2. Gaussian noise with zero mean and 0.25 variance was added toboth the training and validation sets.The �nal data set was the Two Spirals data set originally proposed by AlexisWieland of the MITRE Corporation. This data set consists of two inter-locked spirals, each made up of 97 points, which the FNN must learn to dis-tinguish. Each training pattern consists of two inputs (the x,y coordinates),and a single output (the spiral classi�cation). For this benchmarking, a testset was generated by uniformly sampling 17,161 points over the input space[�6:5; 6:5]2 . These points were classi�ed using nearest neighbor classi�ca-tion, with the training data as the templates, as done in [28]. A plot of theresults obtained by the nearest neighbor classi�cation is illustrated in Figure1, in which an intuitively good separation of the spirals is obtained. The val-idation set was made up of two parts. The �rst consisted of two additionalspirals of 96 points each, rotated slightly relative to the original spirals. Thevalidation set also included an additional 200 points generated at randomand classi�ed using the same nearest neighbor classi�cation used to createthe test set. The second part of the validation set was added because the�rst part had little variation from the training data, a factor which can leadto poor generalization.
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3 A Basic Constructive Cascade NetworkThe constructive algorithm described in this section forms the basis for theseries of empirical studies performed, and is termed casbias. While thisalgorithm is based on the DNC algorithm, it has a number of signi�cantdi�erences.The training algorithm used in casbias is the RPROP algorithm [29]. RPROPwas selected for a number of reasons. First, it is a gradient based methodwhich has fast convergence properties compared to many other gradientbased algorithms, such as BP and its variants [29]. A further advantage ofRPROP is that there are few parameters that are required to be set by theuser. In addition, RPROP's performance is relatively insensitive to the val-ues selected. The RPROP algorithm used the following standard constantsettings [29]: �+ = 1:2; �� = 0:5;�max = 50, �min = 10�6.The casbias algorithm does not perform weight freezing, but trains allweights after the addition of a new hidden neuron. The network archi-tecture constructed is a cascade. Training is begun in casbias with an initialnetwork that has no hidden neurons, with the inputs connected directly tothe outputs. These weights are initialized to random values in the range�0:7 to 0:7. Once a new hidden neuron is connected to the network, train-ing is resumed using RPROP. The weights of the new hidden neuron areinitialized to random values in the range �0:1 to 0:1.The remaining RPROP parameter is the initial update value �0, whichsets the initial step size taken by the weights. For the initial network thisvalue is set to 0:2. When a new hidden neuron is added to the network,the updates values are reset to values depending on their position in thenetwork. This technique has been shown to increase convergence speed andis termed search direction biasing [30, 31]. In this constructive technique,the weights are separated into three di�erent groups L1, L2 and L3, eachwith their own initial update value. The group L1 consists of all weights thatare inputs to the new hidden neuron. The group L2 consists of all weightsthat are outputs from the new hidden neuron (and hence are connected to11



the output neurons), and the group L3 consists of all the remaining weights,being all weights connected to, and coming from, the old hidden and outputneurons.In order to bias the search direction of the new weights in casbias, whenevera new hidden neuron is added to the network the values of L1, L2 and L3are set such that L1 >> L2 > L3. The e�ect of these settings is to initiallyensure that the weights connected to the new hidden neuron are able torapidly learn the remaining error, without excessive interference from theold weights, which have a small �0. During early training periods the oldweights are thus e�ectively frozen. Since RPROP is an adaptive algorithm,the update values of the old weights can grow as training continues, andhence can have a greater participation in the reduction of network error astraining proceeds. This technique has a similar e�ect to the use of weightfreezing and the correlation measure in cascor [10], except that since allweights are still are to learn, smaller networks are often constructed [30]. Thevalues selected for L1, L2, and L3 were 0.2, 0.005, and 0.001 respectively.These values were chosen after some initial tuning using the Two Spiralsdata set.A simple criterion was selected to decide at which point to add a new neuronin casbias. When the RMS error on the validation set failed to decrease by aset amount �, over a given period �, a new neuron was added. This criterionwas tested every � epochs. A minimum training time of � was speci�ed foreach hidden neuron to allow for a reasonable training time with the newnetwork. This criterion is described below:ERMS(t+ �) �ERMS(t) < �;t = �; 2�; 3� : : : ; (9)where ERMS(t) is the RMS error at epoch t. The � parameter was set to 0.01and the � parameter was set to 100 and 200 for classi�cation and regressiondata sets respectively. These values were chosen after some initial tuningusing the Two Spirals and Cif data sets.Another simple criterion was chosen to halt network construction. The12



halt criterion was met if either the validation error, measured after theinstallation of each hidden neuron, failed to decrease after the addition of �hidden neurons, or a maximum of � hidden neurons were installed. Both thecriteria for adding a new hidden neuron and halting network constructionimplement a form of early stopping that has proven to be a useful methodfor obtaining good generalization [3].In casbias a 1-of-c coding scheme for c classes is used for classi�cation tasks.For a two class classi�cation task, a single output is used with the values 1and 0 representing the two classes. In this case an output value within 0:4of the target value represents the designated class. For multiple classes awinner-takes-all strategy is used.All hidden neurons use a symmetric sigmoid activation function rangingbetween �0:5 and 0:5. The output neuron activation function depends onthe type of analysis performed. Regression problems use a linear activa-tion function. Classi�cation tasks use the sigmoid function for single outputclassi�cation tasks. Classi�cation tasks with multiple outputs use the soft-max activation function [32]. The softmax function ensures that the totaloutput neuron activation sums to one. This is useful in classi�cation taskswhen combined with 1-of-c output encoding as it allows the output neu-rons to represent the probability that a particular class is represented by aparticular neuron.The error function used in casbias depends on the problem. Regression prob-lems use the standard sum of squares error function. Classi�cation problemsuse the cross{entropy error function [5]. For a single output classi�cationtask this is de�ned as:Eces = � NXn=1 frn ln yn + (1� rn) ln(1� yn)g ; (10)where rn is the target output for the nth pattern and yn is the networkoutput for this pattern. The cross{entropy function for multiple classes c is
13



de�ned as: Ecem = � NXn=1 cXk=1 rnk ln ynkrnk ! : (11)The use of the sum of squares error function with a linear output neuronis standard for regression problems in FNNs and can be derived from theprinciple of maximum likelihood [5]. The use of the entropy error functionwith the sigmoid and softmax output activation functions is an appropri-ate choice to allow the network outputs to be used to model the posteriorprobability of class membership [5].The casbias constructive algorithm has a number of important properties.First, it maintains the property of being a universal approximator in the caseof regression analysis where linear output neurons are used. This propertyhas been proved for an FNN with a single layer of sigmoid neurons [33].It can be seen that the cascade network produced by the casbias algorithmsatis�es this property since the additional weights that form the cascade anddirect input to output connections can be set to zero to obtain a single layernetwork. Given this universal approximation ability, strong convergencefollows directly for this type of constructive network, as noted in [8].4 Regularization Variations4.1 Incorporating SARPROPIn order to test the e�ect of regularization on a constructive algorithm, theSARPROP regularization term was added to the casbias algorithm. TheSARPROP algorithm is an FNN training algorithm based on RPROP whichhas good convergence properties [34]. SARPROP incorporates regulariza-tion of the form: ~E = E + �2SXij ln(1 + w2ij); (12)14



where S = 2�EpochT is a Simulated Annealing (SA) term, T is the temperatureconstant, and Epoch is the number of epochs used by the training algorithm.This results in the following modi�cation to the error gradient:@ ~E@wij = @E@wij + �S wij1 + w2ij : (13)The algorithm incorporating regularization of this form is termed cassar.In cassar the Epoch parameter within the SA term is reset to zero afterthe addition of each new hidden neuron. This reinitializes the amount ofregularization to its original high level each time a new hidden neuron isadded to the network.The e�ect of the SA term is to reduce the amount of regularization as train-ing proceeds. This was initially done in SARPROP to encourage explorationof the error surface. An additional e�ect of this term is that it provides ahigh initial regularization level to the network each time a new hidden neu-ron is added. This forces the network to �t the general characteristics of theunderlying function. This �t can later be re�ned as the regularization levelis reduced [34]. The use of early stopping should provide a good method toprevent the re�nement process from over�tting the data.An addition was also made to cassar to incorporate SARPROP's trainingalgorithm. SARPROP uses a noise term that is added to the adapted updatevalue of RPROP [34]. This was done to enhance RPROP's convergencespeed and reliability. SARPROP was shown to generally converge fasterand more reliability for a number of benchmark data sets.The SARPROP training algorithm, however, was not used to train all theweights. This was done to stop SARPROP interfering with the search direc-tion biasing performed in cassar. In cassar the SARPROP training methodwas used to train only the L1 weights, with the remaining weights in groupsL2 and L3 continuing to be trained by RPROP . This was done to stop theL2 and L3 weights from being disturbed by the noise used in SARPROP .The L2 and L3 weights have relatively small initial update values, whichresults in these weights being virtually frozen in the initial training stages.15



If SARPROP was used to train these weights, this e�ect would be disturbedthrough the addition of noise to the update values.4.2 Additional Regularization TermsThe SARPROP regularization term was initially proposed to increase con-vergence speed. It may not, however, give the best generalization resultswhen applied in the cassar algorithm. One reason for this may be that cas-sar constructs a cascade architecture. Cascade architectures result in theproduction of higher-order neurons, which while often allowing for faster con-vergence, may also result in overly complex models. The cassar algorithmmay therefore bene�t from a regularization term which penalizes complexityin a di�erent manner.In order to test this, two additional regularization terms were examined.The �rst was the standard sum of squared weights term which replaced theln(1 + w2ij) term in Equation 12. This gives:~E = E + �2SXij w2ij; (14)which results in the following modi�cation to the gradient:@ ~E@wij = @E@wij + �Sw2ij : (15)The algorithm using this regularization term is referred to as casdec2. Thesecond regularization function examined employed a cubic term:~E = E + �3SXij jw3ijj; (16)which results in the following modi�cation to the gradient:@ ~E@wij = @E@wij + �Sw2ijsign(wij); (17)where sign returns the sign (positive or negative) of its argument. Thealgorithm using this form of regularization is termed casper [30, 31]. Theonly di�erence between the cassar, casdec2, and casper algorithms is theregularization term used. All other parameters remain the same.16



5 Comparative SimulationsIn order to test the e�ects of early stopping, and early stopping combinedwith regularization of various forms, the casbias, cassar, casdec2, and casperalgorithms were compared on the Two Spirals, Glass, Cadd, and Cif datasets. Importantly, the same halting criterion was used for all algorithms:training was continued until the validation error failed to decrease after theaddition of a set number of hidden neurons �, or a maximum number of �hidden neurons were installed. The values for � and � were set to 6 and 30respectively for all data sets, except for the Glass data set which used a �of 8. A � of 8 was used for all Proben 1 data sets henceforth because thesedata sets are generally simple and so do not require a larger � value. Afterthe halting criterion was reached, the results on the test set are reported atthe point where the best validation results were obtained.Since each di�erent regularization term penalizes weights di�erently, themagnitude of the � parameter may have a signi�cant e�ect on the resultingnetwork generalization. In order to give a fair comparison, a range of � valueswere used for those algorithms employing regularization. Setting � = 10��,the range of � values used was 1 to 5. After some initial tuning using theTwo Spirals data set, the temperature parameter T in the SA term was setto the constant value of 100 for all algorithms employing regularization.The test set results of the best regularization level for each algorithm foreach data set are illustrated in Figures 2 to 5. The algorithm with the lowestmedian value on the test set was designated as the best (if the medians wereequal, the averages were used). The results for each algorithm over the rangeof regularization magnitudes examined are given in the appendix.6 DiscussionThe best results given by each regularization term are compared to the cas-bias results in Table 2, and to each other in Table 3. Both comparisons17



Figure 2: Two Spirals results for the best regularization levels.

Figure 3: Glass results for the best regularization levels.

Figure 4: Cadd results for the best regularization levels.18



Figure 5: Cif results for the best regularization levels.Table 2: U Test Comparison of casbias to casper, casdec2, and cassarData Set casbias vs casper casbias vs casdec2 casbias vs cassarTwo Spirals casper (0.000) casdec2 (0.000) cassar (0.050)Glass casper (0.000) casdec2 (0.000) cassar (0.000)Cadd casper (0.000) casdec2 (0.000) { (0.217)Cif casper (0.000) casdec2 (0.000) cassar (0.011)are made using the Mann{Whitney U test. The combination of regulariza-tion and early stopping consistently outperformed early stopping alone. Thecasbias algorithm gives worse generalization results than the algorithms em-ploying regularization over a range of regularization terms and magnitudes.This is con�rmed in Table 2 where the regularization terms were found togive signi�cantly better test results for all but one of the data sets.This result can be explained by noting that the formation of an overly com-plex model can still occur when early stopping is employed, as discussedin the introduction. This problem is likely to be exaggerated in cascadenetworks which make use of higher-order neurons. Regularization is able toaddress this problem by constraining weight magnitudes, thereby hinderingthe production of over-complexity.In terms of comparison between regularization terms, both casdec2 andcasper give better generalization results than cassar over a number of reg-19



Table 3: U Test Comparison of casper, casdec2, and cassarData Set casper vs casdec2 casper vs cassar casdec2 vs cassarTwo Spirals casper (0.000) casper (0.000) casdec2 (0.000)Glass { (0.462) casper (0.000) casdec2 (0.000)Cadd { (0.250) casper (0.000) casdec2 (0.000)Cif casper (0.000) casper (0.000) casdec2 (0.011)ularization magnitudes. Similarly, casper often gives better generalizationthan casdec2. These observations are supported by the statistical compar-isons given in Table 3. The e�ect of the regularization terms is to con-strain weight magnitudes, and therefore to reduce the complexity of thehigher-order neurons. The di�erence between the regularization terms isthe amount of constraint they place on large weights.The cassar term has the least e�ect on large magnitude weights because ofits use of the log term. The casdec2 term places greater constraint on largeweights because of the square term, while the casper term places the mostconstraint through the use of a cubic term. Since cascade architectures aremore likely to produce overly complex models, they bene�t from regulariza-tion terms that greatly penalize large weights. Some preliminary simulationsusing a quartic regularization term con�rmed this trend, however this formof regularization slowed convergence, often causing the construction of ex-cessively large networks.One di�culty introduced with regularization is the selection of the mag-nitude to be used. Varying this magnitude can a�ect generalization, withthe optimal value depending on the function to be modelled, the amountof noise in the data set, and the �nal size of the network. This di�cultynot withstanding, casper produces good generalization over a number ofregularization magnitudes. An explanation for this is that since the train-ing algorithm used is constructive, the network can compensate for a rangeof regularization magnitudes by increasing network complexity through the20



addition of further hidden neurons. Since early stopping is also employed,network construction is halted when the complexity reaches the level neces-sary to produce a good model.7 Adaptive RegularizationOne method that would allow the amount of regularization to be automat-ically selected in constructive algorithms is to adapt this parameter as thenetwork is constructed [35, 36]. The adaptation process works by noting thevalidation results on a range of regularization levels. When a new neuronis added to the network, the range of regularization levels used for the newnetwork is modi�ed based on the previous validation results.This technique was applied to the casper algorithm as follows. The adapta-tion process relies on using three training stages for each new hidden neuronadded to the network, instead of the usual single training stage. Each train-ing stage uses a di�erent regularization level. The validation results takenafter the completion of each training stage are then used to adapt the reg-ularization range for future network training. This process repeats as thenetwork is constructed.Each training stage is performed using the same method and is halted usingthe same criterion. The commencement of a new training stage results in allRPROP and SA parameters being reset to their initial values. Importantly,however, the �nal weights from the previous training stage are retained andact as the starting point for the next training stage. Since previously learntinformation is retained, this technique is likely to increase convergence speedand thereby produce smaller networks.The regularization level for the network when a new hidden neuron is addedis set to the initial value �i, termed the initial decay value. It is this initialdecay value that is adapted as the network is constructed. The �rst trainingstage uses the initial decay value. Each successive stage uses a regularizationlevel that has been reduced by a factor of ten from the previous stage. After21



each training stage the performance on the validation set is measured. Thenetwork weights are recorded at this point if the validation error is lowerthan previous stages. On completion of the third training stage, the initialdecay value is adapted as follows: if the best-performing regularization leveloccurred during the either of the �rst two training stages, the initial decayvalue is increased by a factor of ten, otherwise it is decreased by a factor often. At this point the weights that produced the best validation results arerestored to the network. This process repeats for the next hidden neuronand uses the newly adapted initial decay value.The regularization level takes the form � = 10��. The initial network withno hidden neurons is trained using a single training stage with a regular-ization level of � = 0. The adaptation scheme begins with the addition ofthe �rst hidden neuron, which is given an initial decay value of � = 2. Thelimits placed on the initial decay value are � = 1 to 4, which gives a totalpossible regularization range of � = 1 to 6 (since there are three trainingstages). The lower initial decay limit (� = 4) was selected to stop the reg-ularization level falling too low, which can occur in early stages of trainingwhen the network is still learning the general features of the data set. Thetop initial decay limit (� = 1) was selected because convergence becomesdi�cult with excessive regularization levels.For reasons of e�ciency, if the validation result of the second stage is worsethan the �rst, the third training stage is not performed. In addition, if thevalidation results of the �rst training stage are worse than the best validationresults of the previous network architecture, the weights are reset to theirvalues before this training stage was commenced. The regularization level isthen reduced as normal, and the second training stage is started. This wasdone to stop excessive regularization levels distorting past learning. Thepseudo code for the adaptive regularization algorithm is given in Figure 6.This regularization selection method allows the network to adapt the levelof regularization as the network grows in size. The motivation for using thisadaptation scheme is the relationship between good regularization levelsin similar size networks. By �nding a good regularization level in a given22



network, it is likely that a slightly larger network will bene�t from a similarregularization level. The adaptation process allows a good regularizationlevel to be found by modifying the range of regularization magnitudes thatare examined. The parameter values for this algorithm were selected aftersome initial tuning on the Two Spirals, Cancer, and Cif data sets.8 Comparative SimulationsIn order to test the performance of the adaptive regularization method,acasper was compared against casper on the four benchmark data sets usedpreviously. Two additional data sets were introduced to extend the compar-ison: the Thyroid and Harmonic (Harm) data sets.The same benchmarking set-up was used as previously described. In order toobtain good generalization results for casper, the regularization magnitudewas user-optimized. This was achieved by training casper with a range ofregularization values and picking the one with the best median performanceon the validation set, using � settings in the range 1 to 5. The halting cri-terion was the same as described previously for both the acasper and casperalgorithms. The results on the test sets at the point where the best valida-tion result occurred after the halting criterion was satis�ed are illustratedin Figures 7 to 12. Figures 13 to 18 illustrate the number of hidden neuronsinstalled at the point where the best validation result occurred. The resultsof the Mann{Whitney U test comparing casper and acasper are given inTable 4.
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Table 4: U Test Comparison of casper to acasperData Set Test Hidden NeuronTwo Spirals { (0.114) { (0.538)Glass casper (0.001) casper (0.014)Thyroid { (0.758) acasper (0.000)Cadd { (0.831) acasper (0.000)Harm acasper (0.000) acasper (0.000)Cif acasper (0.001) acasper (0.001)train initial network (� = 1:0)store weightsV Eoldnet ( validation error�i ( 0:01repeatadd new hidden neuron; �( �iV Elow ( maximum errorfor 3 training stages dotrain network using �V E ( validation errorif 1st training stage and V E > V Eoldnet thenrestore weightselse if V E � V Elow thenstore weightsV Elow ( V Eelse if 2nd training stage and V E > V Elow thendo not do 3rd training stageend if�( �� 110end forif V Elow in 1st or 2nd training stage then�i ( �i � 10else�i ( �i � 110end ifcheck �i limitsrestore weightsV Eoldnet ( V Elowuntil halting criterion met
Figure 6: The adaptive regularization algorithm.24



Figure 7: Two Spirals test results.

Figure 8: Glass test results.

Figure 9: Thyroid test results.25



Figure 10: Cadd test results.

Figure 11: Harm test results.

Figure 12: Cif test results.26



Figure 13: Two Spirals hidden neuron results.

Figure 14: Glass hidden neuron results.

Figure 15: Thyroid hidden neuron results.27



Figure 16: Cadd hidden neuron results.

Figure 17: Harm hidden neuron results.

Figure 18: Cif hidden neuron results.28



9 DiscussionThe acasper algorithm obtains generalization results similar to a user-optimizedcasper algorithm. There are some data sets for which acasper obtains sig-ni�cantly better results, such as the Cif and Harm Data sets. The acasperalgorithm performs signi�cantly worse on the Glass data set. It is di�cultto say from this benchmarking whether acasper performs better or worseon any particular kind of data set. Additional benchmarking was not per-formed because of the high computational cost involved in optimizing theregularization level for casper. An initial observation is that acasper seemsto perform better on data sets which require the construction of larger net-works, such as the Cif and Harm data sets. One reason for this may be thatlarger networks allow greater time for the adaptation process to re�ne theregularization level. Another interpretation is that acasper performs worseon data sets with high dimensional outputs, although this is not supportedby the Thyroid data set in which there is no signi�cant di�erence in test setresults.The good performance of acasper can be attributed to its ability to adapt theregularization level by taking into account such factors as current networksize and the presence of noise. Figure 19 demonstrates acasper's ability toadapt regularization levels depending on the noise present in the data. This�gure shows an example of the � values selected by acasper on the Cif dataset with and without added noise. The regularization magnitudes selectedfor the noisy data set become greater as training proceeds, and are successfulin preventing the network over�tting the data.In terms of the network size constructed, there are two trends which canbe observed. First, for data sets that casper solves with relatively smallnetworks, acasper produces similar size networks. For data sets that resultin casper constructing larger networks, acasper is able to produce smallernetworks. For example, with the Cadd, Cif, and Harm data sets acasper con-structs signi�cantly smaller networks than casper. The reason why acasperconstructs smaller networks for more complex data sets is that the acasper29
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Figure 19: Regularization magnitudes selected by acasper.algorithm performs more training at each period of network construction.This takes the form of restarting training with di�erent regularization levelsand with reset RPROP and SA parameters. This increases the chance ofthe network escaping from local minima or areas of slow convergence.The adaptive regularization technique has the advantage of being applicableto the general class of constructive algorithms, and need not only be limitedto acasper. The technique does not use any training algorithm speci�c in-formation, but only requires that a number of training runs are performedat each stage of network construction. It would be an easy matter to in-corporate adaptive regularization in such constructive FNNs as Ash's DNCand Fahlman's cascor algorithms.The main disadvantage of the adaptive regularization method is the increasein computational cost. For the benchmark results obtained, the increase inconnection crossings is in the range of two to four on average in comparisonto casper. The increase in computational cost scales approximately linearlyin comparison to corresponding size networks trained by casper. This isexpected, since it is a result of at most three additional training stages at30



each point of network construction. Part of the increased cost of trainingacasper may be balanced by its ability to construct smaller networks thancasper for some cases. The use of adaptive regularization also removes theneed to select a regularization level in casper. The computational cost ofsuch optimization is signi�cant.10 Benchmarking acasperIn order to allow for comparison between acasper and other FNN algo-rithms, an additional series of benchmarking was performed on the remain-ing Proben 1 and regression data sets. The benchmarking set-up was thesame as used previously.The results for cascor on the Proben 1 data sets are also reported, havingbeen taken directly from Prechelt's benchmarking [18]. The raw results wereobtained via anonymous FTP from ftp.ira.uka.de in directory /pub/neuronas �le nndata.tar.gz. Prechelt's version of cascor implements the cascoralgorithm of [27], but also incorporates a sophisticated form of early stoppingfor both candidate neuron training and halting network construction [18]. Apool of eight candidate neurons was used. In these results, the performanceon the test set is reported at the point where the best validation result wasobtained when Prechelt's early stopping criterion was satis�ed. The size ofthe constructed network at this point is also reported.For the benchmarking of the Sif, Rad, Cadd, Harm, and Cif regressiondata sets, Crowder's C implementation (version 1.33: April 16, 1992) ofFahlman's original cascor algorithm was used (available via anonymous ftpfrom ftp.cs.cmu.edu in directory /afs/cs/project/connect/code). For thisbenchmarking cascor used the same criterion as acasper for halting networkconstruction, and for measuring test error and network size. A pool of eightcandidate neurons was used.The cascor algorithm was tested on a range of parameter values for the Sif,Rad, Cadd, Harm, and Cif data sets in order to obtain the best possible31



results. The parameters which were varied were the input and output pa-tience. The patience parameters a�ect how long training is continued on thecandidate neurons and output network. These parameters were given equalvalues, and training was repeated using �ve di�erent settings: 25, 50, 100,150, and 200. The results reported are for the parameter settings which gavethe lowest average validation error after the halting criterion was satis�ed.The best parameter settings were found to be 25, 25, 50, 100, and 50 for theSif, Rad, Cadd, Harm, and Cif data sets respectively.Table 5 gives the results of the Mann{Whitney U test comparison betweenacasper and cascor for test set performance and the number of hidden neu-rons installed for all data sets. The actual results obtained for each algo-rithm are given in the appendix. For the Proben 1 data sets, there are eightdata sets where acasper obtains signi�cantly better test results than cascor,compared to two where cascor outperforms acasper (four with no signi�cantdi�erence). For the remaining regression data sets, acasper always obtainssigni�cantly better results than cascor, with the magnitude of improvementoften being large. For example, on the Harm data set acasper obtains anaverage FVU of 2.37, compared to 22.48 for cascor. There are a numberof possible reasons for acasper's better test set performance in comparisonto cascor. First, acasper employs the combination of early stopping andregularization, while cascor uses early stopping alone. The advantage ofcombining early stopping with regularization was shown previously.A second reason for the poor generalization of cascor was pointed out in[37], which noted that the correlation measure in cascor forces the hiddenneurons to saturate in order to obtain a large correlation value. This forcesthe hidden neurons to have large inputs weights. The e�ect of large weightsin the network is to make the outputs jagged in appearance. This maynot degrade results for some classi�cation problems which require a de�niteboundary between classes. Regression problems, however, generally requirethe �tting of smooth functions, and so producing jagged outputs can resultin poor generalization. This e�ect is reected in the results obtained, withacasper obtaining its largest improvements over cascor on the Sif, Rad,32



Table 5: U Test Comparison of acasper to cascorData Set Test Results Hidden NeuronCancer { (0.692) { (0.466)Card { (0.295) acasper (0.000)Diabetes acasper (0.000) acasper (0.000)Gene acasper (0.000) acasper (0.000)Glass acasper (0.000) acasper (0.000)Heart acasper (0.001) acasper (0.000)Heartc { (0.000) acasper (0.000)Horse cascor (0.000) acasper (0.000)Soybean acasper (0.000) acasper (0.000)Thyroid acasper (0.000) acasper (0.000)Building acasper (0.000) { (0.844)Flare acasper (0.017) acasper (0.000)Hearta cascor (0.000) acasper (0.000)Heartac { (0.937) acasper (0.000)Sif acasper (0.000) acasper (0.000)Rad acasper (0.000) acasper (0.000)Cadd acasper (0.000) cascor (0.002)Harm acasper (0.000) { (0.070)Cif acasper (0.000) { (0.917)Cadd, Harm, and Cif regression data sets.The one data set where cascor obtains a noticeably better result than acasperis the Horse data set. The average test error rate for the Horse data set is26.37% and 32.46% for cascor and acasper respectively. This data set issolved with a very simple model, with both acasper and cascor often usingno hidden neurons at all. It is also very susceptible to over�tting early intraining, and this is the reason for acasper's poor performance. The acasperalgorithm has a speci�ed minimum training time for each training stage. Itwas found that over�tting was occurring in acasper before this minimumtraining time had expired and before the addition of any hidden neurons.Poor generalization results were thus obtained. The cascor algorithm on33



the other hand, had no such minimum training time and so was able to halttraining before over�tting occurred.The acasper algorithm was able to produce smaller networks than cascor onaverage for all of the Proben 1 data sets, with signi�cant results for twelveout of the fourteen data sets. There are some cases where the di�erenceis surprisingly large, for example the Soybean and Thyroid data sets. Onereason for this may be that unlike cascor, acasper does not use weight freez-ing. The acasper algorithm is therefore able to converge more quickly, andso produce smaller networks.Another reason for acasper obtaining smaller networks may be that thehalting criterion for acasper speci�es a maximum network size of eight forthe Proben 1 data sets. There is no maximum size speci�ed for cascor, whichonly uses the validation results to halt training [18]. This limit in acasperdoes not a�ect the results signi�cantly however, since it was rarely reachedduring the benchmarking. The limit was not reached at all for nine of theProben 1 data sets, and only rarely for the remaining �ve.The fact that acasper is able to solve the majority of the Proben 1 datasets using simple networks, often with no hidden neurons at all, illustratesa major advantage of using constructive networks: the simple solutions aretried �rst. It is often the case that many real world data sets, such as theones in Proben 1, can be solved by relatively simple networks.For the Sif, Rad, Cadd, Harm, and Cif regression data sets the trend innetwork size is less clear. The acasper algorithm constructed signi�cantlysmaller networks for the Sif and Rad data sets, while cascor constructed asigni�cantly smaller network for the Cadd data set. There was no signi�-cant di�erences for the Harm and Cadd data sets. One reason why acasperperforms relatively worse on these data sets is that the regression data setsare more di�cult to solve. These data sets require much larger networksbefore the best results on the validation set are obtained. The cascor al-gorithm also �nds these regression data sets more di�cult to solve, exceptthat because it performs poorly on regression problems it quickly begins to34
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Figure 20: Average FVU for acasper and cascor for the Cadd data set.get worse validation errors. This results in training being halted at an earlystage, and the construction of small networks with poor generalization. Theacasper algorithm, however, often continues to �nd better validation results,and so creates larger networks.This e�ect can be seen in Figure 20, which plots the average validation andtest FVU results for each hidden neuron added to the network for the Cadddata set. The Cadd data set was the only data set where cascor constructedsigni�cantly smaller networks than acasper. In this �gure the over�tting ofthe validation and test sets can be seen for cascor by the rising FVU asmore hidden neurons are added. The acasper algorithm, however, is able tocontinue to reduce the validation error as the networks increase in size.In terms of computational cost, cascor is signi�cantly more e�cient thanacasper on the Sif, Rad, Cadd, Harm, Cif data sets. For these data setscascor uses approximately 5 to 14 times less connection crossings on averagethan acasper. The cascor algorithm is e�cient to train because of its use ofweight freezing and its ability to cache activations [27]. The computationaldi�erence between cascor and acasper can be expected to fall greatly for the35



construction of smaller networks, such as those in Proben 1. This is becausethe di�erence in computational cost of training all weights, as in acasper,and only a small subset of weights, as in cascor, is greatly reduced for smallnetworks. The di�erence in computational cost, however, rapidly grows asthe networks increase in size.11 ConclusionImproving the generalization ability of FNNs is an important area of investi-gation. A series of empirical studies were performed to examine the e�ect ofregularization on generalization in constructive cascade algorithms. It wasfound that the combination of early stopping and regularization resulted inbetter generalization than the use of early stopping alone. A cubic penaltyterm that greatly penalizes large weights was shown to be bene�cial forgeneralization in cascade networks. An adaptive method of setting the reg-ularization magnitude in constructive algorithms was introduced and shownto produce generalization results similar to those obtained with a �xed, user-optimized regularization setting. This adaptive method also resulted in theconstruction of smaller networks for more complex problems.The acasper algorithm, which incorporates the insights obtained from theempirical studies, was shown to have good generalization and network con-struction properties in comparison to cascor. A major advantage of thisalgorithm is that it performs automatic model selection through automaticnetwork construction and regularization. This removes the need for the userto select these parameters, and in the process makes the acasper algorithmfree of parameters which must be optimized prior to the commencement oftraining.
36
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AppendixThe results given in Tables 6 to 9 are from the comparative simulationsperformed between the casbias, cassar, casdec2, and casper algorithms usingdi�erent regularization levels. The results on the test sets at the point wherethe lowest validation error occurred after the halting criterion was satis�edare given for each di�erent regularization term and � setting. The resultsfor the casbias algorithm are given in Table 10.The test set and hidden neuron results for the acasper and cascor algorithmsare given in Tables 11 to 15 on the Proben 1 and Sif, Rad, Cadd, Harm,and Cif regression data sets.Table 6: Two Spirals Test Error PercentageRegularization Level 10��Algorithm 1 2 3 4 5cassar Mean 30.10 21.62 20.78 20.88 20.59StDv 4.61 3.88 2.62 3.32 2.21Median 31.85 20.55 20.66 19.94 20.51casdec2 Mean 20.72 17.36 18.68 21.61 21.44StDv 6.94 3.73 2.36 3.37 2.79Median 18.08 17.31 18.40 21.18 21.58casper Mean 17.43 15.67 18.56 19.80 20.64StDv 6.01 2.22 2.99 2.46 2.49Median 16.04 15.69 18.50 19.49 20.60
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Table 7: Glass Test Error PercentageRegularization Level 10��Algorithm 1 2 3 4 5cassar Mean 33.51 32.45 33.32 33.17 32.98StDv 1.45 2.22 2.24 1.98 1.95Median 33.96 32.08 33.96 33.96 32.08casdec2 Mean 28.68 31.28 31.47 33.17 33.55StDv 2.50 3.30 3.15 3.15 2.48Median 28.30 32.08 30.19 32.08 33.96casper Mean 30.34 28.94 31.05 31.92 32.00StDv 1.82 2.34 2.53 1.97 3.17Median 30.19 28.30 32.08 32.08 31.13
Table 8: Cadd Test FVU (�10�2)Regularization Level 10��Algorithm 1 2 3 4 5cassar Mean 94.23 4.31 2.67 2.82 2.89StDv 0.00 9.20 1.42 1.17 1.11Median 94.23 1.74 2.22 2.60 2.59casdec2 Mean 94.23 1.46 1.59 2.32 3.20StDv 0.00 0.95 0.54 0.91 1.65Median 94.23 1.25 1.49 2.15 3.05casper Mean 3.35 1.29 1.49 1.69 2.26StDv 5.94 0.60 0.44 0.48 0.93Median 2.43 1.17 1.39 1.67 1.99
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Table 9: Cif Test FVU (�10�2)Regularization Level 10��Algorithm 1 2 3 4 5cassar Mean 82.25 34.47 7.90 8.72 9.45StDv 0.00 36.42 3.79 3.65 4.48Median 82.25 8.58 6.98 8.55 7.86casdec2 Mean 82.25 51.19 6.55 8.97 8.02StDv 0.00 38.45 3.90 5.08 3.64Median 82.25 82.25 5.33 7.39 7.60casper Mean 9.79 2.98 3.97 6.18 7.95StDv 12.73 0.98 1.34 2.17 3.97Median 5.23 2.69 3.77 5.87 6.59
Table 10: Test Results for casbiasData Set Mean StDv MedianTwo Spirals (% error) 22.26 4.11 21.95Glass (% error) 34.53 2.56 34.91Cadd (FVU) 2.96 1.60 2.49Cif (FVU) 10.73 6.41 9.17
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Table 11: Proben 1 Test Error Percentage ResultsData Set Algorithm Mean StDv Median Min MaxCancer acasper 1.89 0.80 1.72 0.57 4.02cascor 1.95 0.38 1.72 1.15 2.87Card acasper 13.72 0.59 13.37 13.37 16.86cascor 13.58 0.43 13.37 12.79 14.54Diabetes acasper 23.14 1.26 22.92 20.31 27.08cascor 24.53 1.44 24.48 22.40 28.65Gene acasper 11.72 0.09 11.73 11.60 11.85cascor 13.38 0.47 13.49 11.98 14.38Glass acasper 30.68 2.61 30.19 26.42 35.85cascor 34.76 5.88 33.96 26.42 47.17Heart acasper 19.21 0.44 19.13 16.96 20.00cascor 19.89 1.58 20.44 16.09 22.17Heartc acasper 18.85 1.14 18.67 18.67 26.67cascor 19.47 1.28 18.67 18.67 24.00Horse acasper 32.46 0.71 32.97 29.67 34.07cascor 26.37 2.58 26.37 20.88 31.87Soybean acasper 7.89 1.03 7.65 5.29 10.00cascor 9.46 0.86 9.41 7.65 11.77Thyroid acasper 1.67 0.26 1.64 1.28 2.28cascor 3.03 1.15 2.67 2.11 6.56
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Table 12: Proben 1 Squared Error Percentage ResultsData Set Algorithm Mean StDv Median Min MaxBuilding acasper 0.64 0.02 0.64 0.61 0.71cascor 0.82 0.23 0.72 0.49 1.42Flare acasper 0.53 0.01 0.52 0.52 0.58cascor 0.53 0.01 0.53 0.51 0.55Hearta acasper 4.74 0.10 4.69 4.67 5.23cascor 4.62 0.15 4.60 4.43 5.02Heartac acasper 2.75 0.14 2.72 2.62 3.11cascor 2.87 0.44 2.70 2.48 4.25
Table 13: Regression Test FVU (�10�2) ResultsData Set Algorithm Mean StDv Median Min MaxSif acasper 0.84 0.20 0.81 0.51 1.35cascor 3.29 0.89 3.14 2.01 5.58Rad acasper 0.99 0.20 0.98 0.69 1.73cascor 4.04 1.27 3.83 2.09 7.07Cadd acasper 1.18 0.24 1.09 0.84 1.86cascor 7.43 2.09 6.92 3.95 11.90Harm acasper 2.37 0.69 2.18 1.45 4.70cascor 22.48 4.05 21.81 14.43 34.36Cif acasper 2.38 0.61 2.21 1.48 4.03cascor 10.50 2.47 9.95 6.86 18.88
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Table 14: Proben 1 Hidden Neuron ResultsData Set Algorithm Mean StDv Median Min MaxCancer acasper 4.86 2.08 4.50 1.00 8.00cascor 5.18 2.05 4.00 3.00 10.00Card acasper 0.12 0.59 0.00 0.00 4.00cascor 1.07 0.25 1.00 1.00 2.00Diabetes acasper 3.02 1.55 3.00 1.00 8.00cascor 9.78 5.32 9.00 0.00 25.00Gene acasper 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00cascor 2.73 1.19 2.00 1.00 6.00Glass acasper 4.18 2.21 4.00 1.00 8.00cascor 8.07 5.19 7.00 1.00 24.00Heart acasper 0.10 0.36 0.00 0.00 2.00cascor 2.64 1.17 2.00 1.00 7.00Heartc acasper 0.10 0.36 0.00 0.00 2.00cascor 1.38 0.49 1.00 1.00 2.00Horse acasper 0.12 0.59 0.00 0.00 4.00cascor 0.82 0.39 1.00 0.00 1.00Soybean acasper 2.16 1.08 2.00 1.00 5.00cascor 16.04 5.17 16.00 6.00 24.00Thyroid acasper 4.64 2.34 5.00 1.00 8.00cascor 25.04 8.71 27.00 2.00 44.00Building acasper 6.36 2.15 7.00 1.00 8.00cascor 9.27 9.73 6.00 0.00 29.00Flare acasper 1.30 1.59 1.00 0.00 6.00cascor 2.63 0.67 3.00 2.00 4.00Hearta acasper 0.40 0.57 0.00 0.00 2.00cascor 2.77 1.72 2.00 0.00 7.00Heartac acasper 0.20 0.86 0.00 0.00 5.00cascor 1.47 0.73 1.00 0.00 3.00
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Table 15: Regression Hidden Neuron ResultsData Set Algorithm Mean StDv Median Min MaxSif acasper 9.44 5.83 8.50 3.00 27.00cascor 17.36 4.53 17.50 10.00 27.00Rad acasper 13.30 6.57 12.00 4.00 30.00cascor 20.06 5.28 20.00 9.00 30.00Cadd acasper 16.16 5.74 15.00 7.00 29.00cascor 12.72 3.43 12.50 4.00 23.00Harm acasper 19.34 5.30 18.00 10.00 30.00cascor 17.34 4.84 17.00 10.00 30.00Cif acasper 20.16 6.24 19.50 8.00 30.00cascor 19.86 4.80 19.00 9.00 30.00
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